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Lakeside Simmental Stud 2022 Annual Sale 

Information for Weaner Heifers Lot 60 – 82 

Lot Name/ID Birth 200 400 600 Milk Eye Rib 
RBY
% 

IMF
% 

60 SWAN-S014 
                  
                  

Registered as a Fleckvieh and sired by “Luke”, this young female is naturally thick with depth and 
strong bone wrapped in an appealing dark skin- a great young heifer to lead off the weaners. 

61 SAGE-S015 (P) (AI)  
-0.2 +14 +21 +23 +9 - -0.3 +0.5 - 
65% 49% 46% 42% 26% - 29% 25% - 

Cosmetically appealing, S015 is soft with great depth, a big barrel and with width behind, a real 
maternal heifer that will mature into an exciting matron. 

62 SALLY-S018 (P) (AI)  
+0.7 +19 +31 +37 +7 - -0.1 +1.2 -0.1 

66% 51% 47% 44% 31% - 31% 28% 27% 

A beautifully wedged shaped heifer with tremendous structure and great front. S018 is an angular 
female with a slick skin and hair type, one to seek out and inspect. 

63 S021 (P) (AI) (TW)  Withdrawn 

64 SARA-S026 (P) (AI)  
+0.2 +16 +25 +27 +9 - - - - 

65% 49% 46% 42% 27% - - - - 

With length of spine and standup this classy maiden has the substance and bone to generate a bit 
of interest, an attractive heifer that will appeal to those that like style in their herd. 

65 SERENA-S031 (P) (AI)  
+0.1 +12 +24 +33 +14 +2.3 -1.1 +1.2 +0.0 

69% 59% 58% 53% 43% 35% 38% 32% 35% 

S031 is a “Guerrero” daughter with added length and agility. A balanced heifer that pulls up square 
standing on solid bone with width across the top. 

66 SHEILA-S035 (P) (AI)  
+0.4 +15 +29 +37 +9 - -0.3 +0.8 +0.2 

65% 50% 47% 43% 28% - 30% 26% 25% 

A smoothly made soft youngster that is naturally thick, S035 has width from the pins back and is 
deceptively thick. 

67 SIBYL-S055 (P) (AI) (TW)  
+2.2 +21 +34 +44 +10 - -0.9 +1.7 - 
65% 52% 47% 46% 25% - 29% 25% - 

S055 is a heifer’s first calf sired by “Sensation”, she is beautifully marked with shape and strength 
of carcase – one to catch the eye. 
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68 
SIGNAL-S062 (P) (AI) 
(TW)  

+2.9 +26 +37 +50 +9 - -0.2 +1.3 -0.1 

65% 52% 48% 47% 32% - 30% 26% 25% 

A “Sensation” daughter out of the wonderful Lexi female and she is a sweet heart. Born a twin she 
has capacity, shape and added length – don’t be shy she was born to breed on. 

69 SNOW-S070 (P) (AI)  
+0.3 +24 +46 +53 +8 +3.0 +0.0 +0.6 +0.3 

67% 57% 55% 49% 38% 33% 36% 30% 33% 

This red “Epic” daughter is as sweet as a pea with depth and thickness wrapped in an appealing 
slick coat. 

70 SALLIE-072 (P)  
+2.3 +20 +37 +52 +12 +1.9 -1.1 +1.2 +0.0 

69% 58% 56% 54% 37% 33% 39% 36% 33% 

S072 is sired by “Lex” and he has stamped his characteristic squarely upon her. Strength of bone 
with length and carriage in a beautifully marked female that has the potential to grow into an 
inspiring matron. 

71 SUSY-S073 (H)  
+2.3 +18 +36 +50 +9 +2.1 -1.0 +1.3 -0.1 

65% 52% 50% 49% 33% 29% 33% 31% 28% 

A lovely balanced free moving heifer with eye appeal, tall with added length through her mid piece 
and solid carcase characteristics. 

72 SOPHIE-S084 (P)  
+2.1 +23 +50 +68 +12 +2.1 +0.1 +0.7 +0.1 

65% 54% 52% 51% 37% 34% 37% 36% 33% 

This Heifer’s first calf is an absolute credit to her dam. She has striking characteristics and style 
with an appealing skin while displaying width and carcase merit. 

73 SENTRA-S088 (P)  
+2.2 +18 +36 +48 +13 +2.3 -1.3 +1.4 +0.2 

70% 59% 58% 55% 39% 33% 43% 39% 36% 

S088 is another powerful “Lex” daughter with presence. Standing on strong bone with structure 
and depth she is definitely her father’s daughter. 

74 STARR-S092 (P)  
+2.0 +21 +36 +49 +13 +2.5 -0.2 +1.1 +0.2 

68% 56% 55% 51% 38% 33% 35% 34% 30% 

Wow this “Napoleon” daughter out of a “Broderick” female has some style and commands 
attention, she is tall with extra length and her natural style makes her a very appealing individual. 
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75 SUE-S095 (P)  
+1.0 +20 +43 +58 +12 +2.0 -0.1 +0.6 +0.2 
65% 54% 51% 49% 35% 33% 34% 32% 31% 

A beautifully wedged shaped heifer wrapped in an attractive dark coat with all the cosmetics, a 
heifer’s first calf with ample length and standup. 

76 SUMMER-S098 (P)  
+2.9 +21 +31 +47 +10 +2.3 -0.2 +0.7 +0.4 
64% 53% 51% 49% 31% 30% 33% 31% 29% 

Tremendous skin and hair type on a deep sided balanced heifer with style and substance, out of a 
Defender female which has done herself proud with her first calf S098. 

77 SUNNY-S104 (P)  
+1.7 +20 +36 +48 +10 +2.5 -1.0 +1.5 -0.1 

69% 58% 57% 53% 35% 32% 41% 36% 34% 

S104 has all the natural traits you wish for in a quality young female, great stance and carriage with 
capacity and width over the top which carries through behind and deep into the twist. 

78 SUSAN-S106 (P)  
+1.5 +18 +25 +34 +9 +2.2 +0.0 +0.4 +0.4 
64% 52% 49% 48% 30% 28% 29% 26% 26% 

A feminine smooth coated, rich skinned young heifer with terrific angles. Out of a Gunner female 
this youngster is good on the eye and will appeal with her shape and make. 

79 SYBIL-S109 (P)  
+1.9 +17 +30 +41 +12 +2.2 -0.7 +1.0 +0.3 
69% 58% 56% 54% 36% 32% 38% 35% 32% 

S109 is a class act she is beautifully marked and is a balanced female with length, frame and bone. 
Worthy of a proper look if you are looking to build a program. 

80 SISSIE-S112 (P)  
+2.2 +24 +47 +61 +9 +2.6 +0.3 +0.5 +0.3 
65% 54% 51% 50% 36% 33% 36% 34% 32% 

A carcase female with shape and appeal, S112 has a characteristic fine hair type which generates 
an attractive smooth slick skin. 

81 SANCHIA-S116 (P) (AI)  
+1.9 +22 +39 +53 +11 - +0.1 +1.3 +0.0 
67% 53% 49% 45% 28% - 30% 27% 25% 

One to catch your eye late in the catalogue and what a find, this soft soggy heifer has natural depth 
with added thickness over the top and tremendous width behind. 

82 SENGA-S118 (P) (AI)  
+3.0 +24 +39 +50 - - -1.0 +1.3 - 
67% 52% 48% 47% - - 30% 26% - 

We round out the catalogue with a “Sensation” daughter out of a Lex which has bred to type, S118 
has ample depth with width and carriage in a proud heifer that strides out with tremendous 
carriage. 

 


